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All around the world, air travel has become a vital element in people’s lives, one that stimulates national economies, 
global trade and tourism. Nevertheless, the airline industry is highly vulnerable to exogenous shocks. The 
objectives of this study, therefore, are to apply Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) with intervention 
model (also known as intervention analysis) to evaluate the impact of different local, regional and global incidents of 
a man-made, natural and health character, in Taiwan over the last decade. The incidents used in this study are the 
Asian financial crisis starting in mid-1997, the September 21st earthquake in 1999, the September 11th terrorist 
attacks in 2001, and the outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003. Empirical results revealed 
that the SARS illness had a significant impact, whereas the Asian economic crisis, the September 21st earthquake, 
and the September 11th terrorist attacks showed no significant effect on air movements. Based on the results, 
implications and recommendations are provided, and future research possibilities are also noted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
All around the world, air travel has become a vital 
element in people‘s lives, one that stimulates national 
economies, global trade and tourism. As well, the air 
transport industry has experienced significant growth over 
the past few decades. Due to its outstanding economic 
performance in the Asia-Pacific region since the 1980s, 
the island state of Taiwan has developed into one of this 
region‘s wealthiest areas, and has been planning to 
become an Asia-Pacific operations center. Consequently, 
there has been a substantial growth in air traffic in Taiwan 
as more people take the opportunity to fly for both 
business and private purposes.  

Nevertheless, the airline industry is highly vulnerable to  
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exogenous shocks. External negative events and crisis 
situations, such as the Persian Gulf crisis during 1990 - 
1991, the September 11th terrorist attacks, the wars in 
Afghanistan and the Arabian Gulf, and the Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak, have certainly 
had a significant impact on the demand for air travel 
(Alderighi and Cento, 2004; Annelies, 2006; Coshall, 
2003; Coy, 2005; Gillen and Lall, 2003; Inglada and Rey, 
2004; Lai and Lu, 2005; Lee et al., 2005; Mason, 2005; 
Rossiter and Dresner, 2004).  

Due to the nature of services in the transportation 
industry, accurate forecasts of demand and impact 
assessments of exogenous changes or extreme events 
are crucial for better management and planning of 
services, and are something which governments, acade-
mics, and practitioners cannot ignore. It is also essential 
to pay sufficient attention to establishing a forecasting 
model for the aftermath of such events, since the 



 
 
 

 

impact of exceptional external misfortunes can cause the 
mean levels of air transport demand in a time series to 

change radically. Such models would allow decision 
makers to evaluate the pattern and duration of the effects 

of unexpected catastrophic events. 
 

 

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

 

Various forecasting techniques in the airline industry have 
been developed during the last three decades. A 
significant ingredient in forecasting is the system of air 
passenger volume estimation, which provides essential 
information to civil aviation authorities in all planning 
activities, such as adding additional flights on routes 
(Grosche et al., 2007). Less attention, however, has been 
paid to the results derived from different possible events 
affecting air movements. Comparison of the recovery 
status of air passenger demand from disastrous events 
has not ever been examined or discussed in the air 
transport management literature. The objectives of this 
study, therefore, are to apply one forecasting approach, 
the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 
with intervention model (also known as intervention 
analysis), to evaluate the impact of different local, 
regional and global incidents of a man-made, natural and 
health character, in Taiwan over the last decade. The 
incidents used in this study are the Asian financial crisis 
starting in mid-1997, the September 21st earthquake in 
1999, the September 11th terrorist attacks in 2001, and 
the outbreak of SARS in 2003. It is imperative for travel 
practitioners, policy makers, and academic researchers to 
understand how passengers are affected by these 
calamities in order to enable prompt and adequate 
responses to be developed for future such circum-
stances, which appear to have increased in frequency 
and severity in recent years. 
 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Since the study by Box and Jenkins (1976), time series 
analysis has been popularly adopted for the modeling of 
dependent, sequential observation. Two useful represent-
tations express the behavior of observed time series 
processes, namely, the autoregressive (AR) and the 
moving average (MA), which describe the behavior of 
stochastic and dynamic systems (Box et al., 1994). Time 
series analysis has outperformed other forecasting 
models because of its well-established theoretical 
foundation and the ease of estimation (Karlaftis and 
Vlahogianni, 2009) and its value regardless of a 
stationary or nonstationary time series, and with or 
without seasonal components (Lim and McAleer, 2002; 
Min, 2008a). It has therefore been successfully and 
overwhelmingly applied for modeling and forecasting in 
the transportation management literature, such as air 

 
 
 
 

 

transportation (Inglada and Rey, 2004; Lepak, 1997; 
Pitfield, 2007,2008; Smith et al., 2002), safety issues 
(Foreman, 1993; Males, 2007; McLeod and Vingilis, 
2008; Wagenaar et al., 2007), the modeling of freight and 
transportation demand (Babcock and Lu, 2002; Batchelor 
et al., 2007; Cervero, 1985; Godfrey and Powell, 2000; 
Pitfield, 1993), and air quality and transportation 
emissions (Gokhale and Khare, 2004; Issarayangyun and 
Greaves, 2007; Lau et al., 2009; Sharma and Khare, 
1999, 2000 and 2001).  

Intervention analysis is a transfer function stochastic 
model and may be understood as an extension to the 
ARIMA set of time series models. In terms of intervention, 
such an analysis has been used to study the impact of 
exceptional external events, including natural disasters, 
political or economic policy initiatives or changes, techno-
logical changes, strikes, sales promotions, advertising, 
and like (Liu, 2006). Box and Tiao (1975) provided a 
procedure, known as intervention analysis, for analyzing 
a time series in the presence of external events. It 
exhibits a useful stochastic modeling tool that can 
rigorously analyze the impact and represent two distinct 
components: an underlying disturbance term and the set 
of interventions in the series.  

The pioneering application of intervention analysis was 
a study by Box and Tiao (1975), which provided an 
analytical framework for examining the effect of two 
interventions in Los Angeles: the opening of the Golden 
State Freeway, and the enforcement of a new law 
concerning oxidant data. Over the years, the technique 
has been widely employed and successfully applied in 
different fields in the physical and social sciences. 
Although intervention analysis has been well-documented 
in various disciplines, this approach has not attracted 
much attention from researchers and academics in air 
travel demand. One study by Coshall (2003) applied the 
intervention model to assessing the impact of three 
interventions—the U.S. bombing of Libya in 1986, the 
Lockerbie air disaster in 1988, and the Persian Gulf crisis 
during 1990-1991 on the flow of U.K. air passengers to a 
variety of destinations. Lee et al. (2005) employed inter-
vention analysis to assess the status of recovery after the 
September 11th terrorist attacks on US air passenger 
transport demand. Empirical results showed that the 
demand for US air passenger transport had not yet fully 
recovered from the attacks but the demand had appeared 
to be increasing gradually. In Pitfield (2007), the ARIMA 
with intervention model was used to examine the 
influence of airline alliances on the traffic of constituent 
airlines for five routes to the US from European hubs 
(Frankfurt and Paris). A similar methodology was applied 
by Pitfield (2008) to estimate the impact of the so-called 
―Southwest Effect‖ on traffic and market share for key 
domestic air routes in the USA, where Southwest had 
started its service. Lai and Lu (2005) compared the 
SARIMA with intervention model with different techniques; 
the results showed that it outperformed 



 
 
 

 

all other techniques when significant intervention in the 

series existed. 
 
 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 

This article attempts to go further than the above 
reviewed research by employing intervention model on 
the major events in Taiwan over last decade. As noted 
previously, the associated consequences of uncertainty 
or a deteriorating economy may influence passengers‘ 
intentions to take a flight or visit Taiwan. In fact, the 
profound influences on air movements from different 
tragedies are not well documented in the literature. The 
current study intends to shed more light on these issues, 
and specifically raises the following research questions: 
 

Research Question 1: Was air travel demand in Taiwan 
affected by these events, and what was the extent of the 
change in passenger demand?  
Research Question 2: Does the status of the recovery 

from catastrophe have a temporary or long-term impact 

on air passenger demand? 
 

 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Data 
 
In the air travel industry, passenger flows from a source to a 
destination represent a statistical time series adopted monthly, 
quarterly, or yearly numbers of air passengers. In this study, the 
variable is the number of air passengers moving monthly through 
both Taoyuan and Kaohsiung international airports in Taiwan for the 
period from January 1981 to December 2008.  

The set of data obtained from the database of the Advanced 
Retrieval and Econometric Modeling System (AREMOS), published 
by the Taiwan Economic Data Center, is the indicator chosen in this 
analysis. The analysis was carried out using the statistical package 
SAS/ETS 9.1. 
 

 
The intervention model approach 
 
Traditionally, once a time series is subjected to a natural or man-
made intervention at a particular period in time, its impact in 
changing the mean level of the series is determined by using a two-
sample t-test. Nevertheless, the t-test is valid only if the two 
observations before and after the intervention being considered 
vary according to the means normally, with constant but not 
necessarily equal variance, and independently. Box and Tiao 
(1975), therefore, formalized intervention analysis by presenting a 
suite of step and pulse responses that characterized the response 
of a time series to a known intervention in time, and express a 
deterministic influence on the time series. The advantages of using 
an intervention analysis are to provide a means of measuring the 
impact of the intervention that cannot be obtained by merely 
inspecting a plot of the data, or that may be clouded by underlying 
patterns such as trends and seasonal variations in the data 
(Narayan and Considine, 1989). The goal of finding a good model is 
to represent the process-generating mechanism adequately. In the 
intervention model, it can be expressed as (Box and Jenkins,  
1975): 

  
  

zt   f (k, ,t)  Nt (1) 

in which zt is the interval of the observed series;  f (k, ,t) is the 

fixed effect of the exogenous variable in time t , which includes the 

time function of a group of unknown parameter k ; and Nt is the  
unknown intervening time item. If the intervening item is in 

accordance with the ARIMA, the model can be expressed as: 
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in which B is the backward operation factor; at  is the white noise 
 
process with an expected value of 0 and an independent normality 
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autoregressive moving average polynomial item of exponential p  
and q with the root of (B) and  (B) located on or outside the 
 
unit circle. The sample Autocorrelation Function (ACF) and the 
Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) are examined to identify 
the AR and MA models. If the series presents as nonstationary, it 
can become stationary after d times of difference. The intervention 
model was generated using a cycling process of trial and error on 
the ARIMA and the transfer function model. The procedure included 
three stages. First, the ARIMA model with a pre-intervening item 
was established. Second, the intervention model was built by 
identifying the substantial meaning of the intervention‘s occurrence, 
knowing the existence and time of the intervening factor, and using 
that to judge the impact form. Finally, the intervention function and 
intervening model were combined to estimate the parameters of the 
intervention model simultaneously. If the parameters are not 
statistically significant, a new model identification is needed to 
discover its reasons prior to another around of analysis. According 
to Box and Tiao (1975), the dynamic model of affected exogenous  

variable  is expressed as: 
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T is the exogenous impact point of time. When Zt  is a time pulse  
inside the dynamic system of its virtual variable response, it can be 

defined as: 
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pulse functions therefore can be expressed in terms of step 

functions. Some typical transfer functions for step and pulse 

response patterns were illustrated as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Modeling 

 
Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as ―the best‖ forecasting 
model. Thus, the most important problem to be solved in 
forecasting is that of trying to match the appropriate forecasting 
model to the pattern of the available time series data. Box and 
Jenkins (1976), therefore, proposed three practical stages for 
finding a good model, namely identification, estimation and 
diagnostic checking. 
 

 
Identification 

 
The initial step in model identification is to undertake a graphical 
analysis of the data that would suggest whether a series is likely to 
be stationary or nonstationary. In addition, the results can be 
supported by a correlogram, which displays the estimated 
autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the residuals. 
An air passenger series is said to be stationary if the mean, 
variance, and covariance of the series remain constant over time. 
The unit root test is a formal method of testing the stationarity of a 
series.  

The time series  yt  has a stochastic trend when  yt  is tested for 
 
a unit root. Ignoring the problem of the unit root will cause an error 
with the statistical inference (Nelson and Plosser, 1982). The most 
commonly used method to examine the unit root is the Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test. If the null hypothesis is tested to show  

that yt   has  a  unit  root,  the  alternative  hypothesis  of  yt   is  

stationary. The hypotheses H0 : 1  0 and H1 : 1  0 can be 

tested in the following regression equation: 
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the augmented part of the ADF test, where yt is the natural 

logarithm of air passengers at time t , 0 is the constant term in the 

regression, t is the deterministic trend, yt i represents the 
 

lagged first differences, t is the error term, and  , 1 , and  are 

the remaining parameters to be estimated. In order to determine p , 

an initial lag length of 12 is used in the yt  
regression, and the 12 th lag is tested for significance using the  
standard asymptotic t-ratio. If the 12th lag is insignificant at the 5% 
level, the lag length is reduced sequentially until a significant lag 
length is obtained. If the null hypothesis of a unit root is not 
rejected, the time series is said to be nonstationary. Appropriate 
regular and/or seasonal differencing is determined to transform the 
data to a stationary series. 

 

Estimation 
 
In this stage, least squares and maximum likelihood are always 

adopted for estimating the parameters , , ,  in equation (8).  
If all of the important statistical relations in the stationary time series 

have been embodied in the SARIMA model, the ACF function for 
the residuals would ideally have statistically zero autocorrelation 

coefficients. 
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Diagnostic checking 
 
After parameter estimation, diagnostic checking is employed by 

examining the residuals from the fitted model to see if the model  

specification is adequate. The basic assumption is that the {at } 
 
are white noise. The Ljung-Box Q-statistic is often adopted to test 

the adequacy of a model, and can be expressed as follows: 
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where T is the sample size, ˆ j is the sample autocorrelation at 
 

lag   j ,  and  k is the  number of lags  being  tested.  Q  is 
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if Q  
2

( j pq) ,  a  reject  model  is  reasonable.  Tests  at  the 
 
diagnostic checking stage ensure that residuals are statistically 
small, that their variance does not change with time, and that 
residuals should be statistically independent random noise. The 
iterative cycle of identification, estimation and diagnostic checking is 
repeated until a suitable representation is found. 
 

 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

The data series in this study consisted of the monthly 



   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Intervention functions. 

 
 

 

aggregate air passengers in and out of Taiwan during the 
28-year period from January 1981 to December 2008. 
The first aspect of a time series analysis was to plot the 
data, and this has been done in Figure 2. Data displays in 
various features were an essential tool in the analyses of 
the series. The plot revealed irregular variations, as well 
as upward and downward trends. The pattern revealed a 
clearly observable decline at the time of the SARS 
outbreak in April, 2003. In an intervention analysis, a 
substantial amount of data was required for the pre- and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

post-intervention observations to identify the noise 

component Nt (Box and Tiao, 1975; Enders, 2004). 
 

 

The Pre-intervention model 
 

The appropriate model for Nt was identified prior to the 

known intervention, and the first 198 observations, from 

January 1981 to June 1997, were used for the 

identification process. Logarithmic transformations were 
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Figure 2. Time series plot from 1981 to 2008. A: Asian financial crisis. B: 9/21 earthquake. C: 9/11  
terrorist attacks. D: SARS 

 

 
Table 1. Unit root tests of the air passengers (1981:01-1997:06).  

 
Variable ADF lag length ADF statistics 5% critical value 

log zt 13 -1.682721 -3.431368 

 log zt 12 -4.007376 -3.431368 
 

 

applied to the series 1981/01–1997/06, and the ADF for a 
unit root was used to check for intercept and deterministic 
trends. As examined, the results of the ADF tests 
illustrated in Table 1 indicated that the air passenger 
series shows typical of a nonstationary series, because 
the ADF statistic for the series was -1.682721 larger than 
the critical value of -3.431368 at 5% significance level, 
indicating that the null hypothesis of a unit root was not 
rejected. After the first difference, the null hypothesis of a 
unit root was rejected, since the ADF statistic for the 
series was -4.007376 less than the critical value of - 
3.431368 at 5% significance level. 

In addition, the ACF at lags 12, 24 and 36 showed the 
most distinct seasonal effect, indicating the presence of 
seasonality in the given time series. Obviously, seasonal 
differencing was called for. However, the seasonally 

differenced (1-B
12

) series alone was not stationary either, 
as indicated by the slow die-out behavior. In view of the 
above indications, it became desirable to employ both the 
non seasonal and seasonal differencing operators in the 

multiplicative form (1-B)(1-B
12

) to achieve stationarity. 

The appropriate pre-intervention model was determined 
by checking the diagram of the ACF and the Ljung-Box Q 
statistic. The tentative pre-intervention model and the 
estimate for the first 198 air passengers were obtained by 
maximum likelihood estimation as: 
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Twenty-four lags of the sample ACF of the residuals are 
computed and displayed in Figure 3, and the sample ACF 
appears to be ‗clean‘, indicating the residuals 
approximate white noise. Thus, the fitted pre-intervention 
model is appropriate. 

 

The Intervention model 
 

The air passenger series indicated that July 1997 was the 

first month that the Asian financial crisis (t1 ) started to 

take effect. Other events included the September 21st 

earthquake in 1999 (t 2 ) , the September 11th terrorist 
 

attacks in 2001 (t 3 ) and the SARS outbreak in 2003 (t 

4 ) . An intervention model of the form was set as 
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Figure 3. Residual autocorrelation of the pre-intervention model. 
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The estimate values for parameters were substituted as,  
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Table 2 presents the results of the estimation and shows 
that only the SARS variable estimate parameters were 
significant with a very small p-value. The plot of the 
estimated residuals ACF illustrated in Figure 4 looked like 
―white noise,‖ indicating that the residuals were random 
and the autocorrelations were within the 95% confidence  

interval. The impacting effect transfer function  It  of the 
 
total air passenger series was considered in the 

intervention model as follows: 
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A graphic presentation of the percentage of post-
intervention effects is given in Figure 5. The ARIMA 
model with intervention provided a useful stochastic 
modeling tool to quantify the consequences of the impact 
of the four interventions on the Taiwan air transport 
passenger demand; the strength and structure of an 
effect could also be quantified in terms of its duration 
(temporary or permanent) and speed (gradual or 
immediate).  

Empirical results revealed that the SARS illness had a 
significant impact, whereas the Asian economic crisis, the 
September 21st earthquake, and the September 11th 
terrorist attacks showed no significant effect on air 
movements. The SARS outbreak, which was the last 
intervention variable in the study, caused a dramatic 
reduction in the number of air passengers. The figures 
showed an over 37% decline in air passengers 



        
 

  Table 2. Full-intervention model estimation.      
 

           
 

   Parameter Estimate Standard error t value Approx Pr> |t| Lag Variable Shift 
 

   1 0.60585 0.04502 13.46 < 0.0001 1 MA(1) 0 
 

   


12 0.78329 0.04174 18.77 < 0.0001 12 MA(12) 0 

 

   
01 0.01521 0.05524 0.28 0.7830 0 

Asian financial 
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   crisis 
 

   
11 0.11588 0.05526 2.10 0.0360 1 

Asian financial 
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   crisis 
 

   


02 -0.06398 0.05550 -1.15 0.2490 0 9/21 earthquake 0 
 

   


12 0.03936 0.05539 0.71 0.4774 1 9/21 earthquake 0 
 

   
03 -0.20057 0.05554 -3.61 0.0003 0 

9/11 terrorist 

0 

 

   attacks 
 

   
13 -0.10423 0.05551 -1.88 0.0604 1 

9/11 terrorist 

0 

 

   attacks 
 

   


04 -0.49956 0.05283 -9.46 < 0.0001 0 SARS 0 
 

   


14 0.86897 0.05758 15.09 < 0.0001 1 SARS 0 
 

    0.43856 0.04181 10.49 < 0.0001 1 SARS 0 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Residual autocorrelation of the intervention model. 
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Figure 5. Post-intervention effects on air passengers (%). 
 

 

during the April - June quarter, and particularly severe in 
May, to the lowest level since 1988. The SARS virus was 
new and easy to transmit, which in turn would affect 
travelers‘ intention because of its rapid spread through 
international air travel, as well as extensive and 
exaggerated media coverage. Taiwan had to cope with 
the third-largest SARS outbreak. In March 2003, the 
World Health Organization (WHO) came up with the 
following suggestions: (1) travelers were advised to 
notice the symptoms; (2) advice to airlines was issued; 
and (3) national authorities were recommended to 
implement a heightened surveillance for cases of SARS 
(World Health Organization, 2003). These travel 
advisories were aimed at limiting the rapid spread of the 
virus through air travel. By May, the WHO had placed 
Taiwan on the travel advisory list; this was the harshest 
travel warning in WHO history. The fast spread of the 
SARS virus caused fear and uneasiness for local 
residents and travelers from the beginning of the 
outbreak, though the government devoted much effort to 
infection control procedures to prevent the disease from 
spreading further. It was obvious that the sharp declines 
were attributed to the detrimental effects of the SARS 
virus. In June, the WHO removed Taiwan from the SARS 
travel advisory list, and traffic flows rebounded gradually. 
Taiwan was removed from the list of areas with recent 
local transmission in July and an increased flow of air 
passengers became evident almost immediately. 
Obviously, the reduction in air passengers from this 
tragedy represented a significant, pulse, and temporary 
impact on air movement. 

 
 
 
 

 

Conclusion 

 

This study identified both the significance and duration of 
four events on air passenger demand in Taiwan by 
employing an intervention analysis. The four incidents 
were the Asian financial crisis ignited in 1997, the 
September 21st earthquake in 1999, the September 11th 
terrorist attacks in 2001, and the SARS outbreak in 2003. 
It not only measured the impact of these four exceptional 
external events, but also incorporated the intervention 
into the air passenger time series to improve the 
robustness of the model to estimates. An overriding 
finding from the applications of intervention model in the 
three occasions—the Asian economic crisis, the 1999 
Earthquake, and the attacks of 9/11 yielded insignificant 
interventions, while the SARS epidemic had a significant 
impact on Taiwan air travel demand. Although, the SARS 
adversity impeded the air passenger flows, air movement 
returned to pre-catastrophe levels following the 
pandemic‘s destructive impact, indicating that the effect 
of the disaster on air travel passenger movement 
presented only temporarily.  

The contribution of the current study would be to use 
the ARIMA intervention approach to see if the air 
transport passenger demand in Taiwan was affected by 
the above four negative events. Overall, it is argued that 
intervention analysis is a powerful tool in the study of 
travel demand. Not only does it establish and measure 
the significance of impacts on passenger flows, but it can 
also assess the form of decay of the impact, be it 
temporary, gradual, or permanent. Additionally, the 



 
 
 

 

findings of the study provide some insight for decision 
makers to help the industry respond to the impact of an 
exogenous shock and a sudden downturn in air travel 
demand. The study presents the first attempt at adopting 
intervention analysis through these four real-life 
misfortunes in the literature of air travel management. 

The findings of this study must be considered in light of 
certain limitations. First, the study considered only 
passenger volume and did not take into account air 
passengers‘ motivations for traveling (visiting friends and 
relatives, holidays, or business, for example). Tourism 
researchers can thus conduct more in- depth studies 
incorporating these factors, which affect air transport 
passenger demand. Second, it is difficult to base an 
accurate assessment of improvements in passenger 
flows on the adopted monthly data alone. Future studies 
may therefore use weekly data to more precisely classify 
the recovery. 

A number of issues require attention from future 
researchers. Forecasting is useful for its ability to enable 
government authorities and airline practitioners to make 
operational, tactical, and strategic decisions (Law and Au, 
1999; Min, 2008b; Wang and Lim, 2005). A comparative 
study would thus be beneficial in assessing whether the 
intervention model produces better forecasts of air move-
ments in comparison with other forecasting techniques, 
such as regression and econometric models, both of 
which are often adopted in the air travel demand 
literature. Improvements in the worldwide economic 
downward trend which began in September, 2008 may 
encourage the travel industry to react positively. 
However, there are still a number of uncertainties, such 
as unemployment and increasing public deficits, which 
may continue to impact the air passenger demand (World 
Tourism Organization, 2009). The WTO further reported 
that the global economic crisis, combined with the uncer-
tainty caused by the A(H1N1) outbreak, turned 2009 into 
one of the toughest years for the tourism and travel 
sector. Fortunately, the recovery is underway, and even 
somewhat earlier and at a stronger pace than initially 
expected (World Tourism Organization, 2010). Future 
studies can employ the model and methodology used in 
this study in the above occurrences to identify any 
potential adverse effects on the flow of air passengers. 
On the other hand, potential increases in travel demand 
generally accompany major international events. Whether 
coming events such as the Shanghai World Exposition in 
China or the FIFA World Cup in South Africa will lead to a 
continued boost in the industry could provide a basis for 
further study. 
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